
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Winter run training for summer success! 
 

Designed for cold to slightly mild conditions, CIMALP’s new WINTER/SPRING Trail 
Running collection features men's and women's long-sleeve jerseys, tights, jackets, 
beanies, gloves. All specially crafted for cold weather, rain- and wind-resistant, 
providing just the right amount of insulation combined with breathability so you stay 
comfortable and performing. 
 
Made for those pushing the limits, looking for innovative and quality products at a 
competitive price, CIMALP's Trail Running products are being tested all year long by our 
Elite Team (ITRA ranking from 800 to 829), including Marie DORIN-HABERT (Olympic 
Champion) and Amandine FERRATO (World N°2 in 2019).  
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LONG SLEEVE TRAIL RUNNING T-SHIRTS:  ARGENTIERES, GELAS, ALBAN & HUEZ 

 

The perfect balance between heat and perspiration wicking. This T-shirt is the perfect partner for 
winter training sessions.  
SMART-WARM® insulating fibres offer an excellent heat-to-weight ratio and great breathability. 
CIMAFLEX 3D® weaving technology provides an incredible fitting.  
CIMAFRESH® technology promotes rapid evaporation of perspiration and allow to stay dry during 
exercise. 

1 zipped pocket on the back; 
Reflective printings; 
Thumb holes making it easier to layer garments or gloves over the tee; 
Also available with round neck. 

 
£49.00 VAT excluded for High neck version 
£44.00 VAT excluded for Round neck version 
 

 

TRAIL RUNNING TIGHTS: TENDE, MUNHOA 

 

Warm, but not too much, soft and comfortable, these Trail tights feature an oversized belt with 5 easily 
accessible pockets (including 1 zipped), designed to avoid any feeling of tossing when running 
CIMAFLEX 3D® weaving technology provides an incredible fitting.  
 

4 mesh pockets + 1 zipped; 
Inner breathable undershorts; 
Flatlock seams; 
Ankle zips; 
Reflective printings. 
 
£69.00 VAT excluded  
 

 



 

LIGHTWEIGHT DRY WEATHER TRAIL RUNNING JACKET: BLIZZARD 

                                  

Stretchable, warm and breathable, our Trail Team runners' favourite when it is cold but dry outside! 
CIMAFLEX 3D® fabric for optimal thermal insulation and high stretchability; 
CORDURA® reinforcements (male version only) on the shoulders and the back to prevent scratches 
(backpack); 

Full zip opening with flap; 
Reflective printings; 
Thumb holes; 
1 chest zip pocket; 
Ultra-light with only 380g. 
 
£64.00 VAT excluded 
 

 

ACCESSORIES: WINTER GLOVES TS, NUANCE, AURORES 

               

They provide breathable warmth, and are easy to pack into pockets when your hands or your head 
warm up 
CIMATHERM® technology provides thermal insulation (hollow fibres), optimal moisture transfer, a soft 
inner layer that does not stick to the skin and a lightweight outer fabric that wicks away perspiration 
and dries quickly. 

 
£23.00 VAT excluded for the TS Gloves 
£14.00 VAT excluded for the NUANCE beanies 
£10.00 VAT excluded for the AURORES headband 

 

CIMALP – Only on www.cimalp.co.uk 
Cimalp has been manufacturing highly technical outdoor clothing in France since 1964. As an online-only brand, 
Cimalp proposes innovative products at an attractive price/performance ratio. As an eco-conscious brand, the 
company makes outdoor sports apparel with a focus on sustainability. And as mountain lovers, Cimalp does its 
best to propose first-class customer care. Running tights and jackets, base layers, but also shorts, skirts, shoes 
and much more... The right product for all kind of outdoor activities is on www.cimalp.co.uk 
 
For press enquires and PR product samples contact:  
Vitamina C – Turin – Italy – press@vitaminac.net – T. +390112388439 

http://www.cimalp.co.uk/
mailto:press@vitaminac.net

